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Draw Natural and Believable Clothed FiguresIn Drawing People, award-winning illustrator and
instructor Barbara Bradley provides all the information you need to render clothed human figures
with energy, detail and control.Bradley begins by teaching the basics of any drawing, including
proportion, perspective and value. Next, you'll learn how to overcome the special challenges
posed by clothing, including fabric folds and draping effects. Bradley illustrates how they're
constructed and how to draw them in different situations—on male and female figures that are
active or at rest.These reliable, proven drawing techniques will add a natural feel to your art,
resulting in figures that look as if they could walk, run or dance right off the page.
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ClothingCHAPTER 15 Elements of ClothingCHAPTER 16 Tips for Drawing Clothing6 Drawing
ExtrasCHAPTER 17 Design of the FigureCHAPTER 18 Drawing Heads and HandsCHAPTER
19 Drawing Children GLOSSARYA PARTING NOTEABOUT THE AUTHORA NOTE TO
READERSA Greeting to My ReadersAs I sketched this docent, reenacting 1846 pioneer life at
Sutter’s Fort in California, she busily signed deeds to nearby land. Now she serves to pen my
note to you.Library shelves are filled with wonderful books on drawing the nude figure, some of
which have become classics but few about drawing clothed figures have been available. I have
taught college courses on illustrative figure drawing for many years, but it was the response from
professional artists during my drawing workshops that convinced me to create this book. My
goal is to give artists greater control of the people they draw, wearing the clothing they want
them to wear and telling the story they want to tell.There are two things to consider as you draw
figures. What are you trying to communicate; what opinion are you trying to convey through your
drawing? Second, what principles and aides will you use to communicate that opinion?Opinion
—The What of a DrawingRecall some drawings of people or figures that impressed you. Can
you think of one factor common to all? An opinion is the common denominator of every drawing I
greatly admire. I cannot recall a single one that did not reflect the opinion of the artist who drew
it. Leonardo da Vinci uses opinion mildly in a study of folds for a seated figure. He uses the folds
to create a beautiful design that reveals the figure in repose. Hans Holbein’s opinion appears as
he subtly suggests the personalities of his people in sensitive, beautifully designed portraits.
Käthe Kollwitz’s drawing of an anguished mother holding a dead child shows such passionate
opinion that some viewers can barely look at it. Though the styles and subjects of these artists



vary, the artists all showed opinion. You can almost hear them telling us what they saw and felt—
how they related to the image—before drawing it and sharing it with us.Opinion is the element of
a good drawing for which one needs no art experience or education. Opinion comes from within
us. Even young children have strong opinions about their subjects and drawings. What we see
as scribbles, a child describes as an action hero zooming through space or the most beautiful of
princesses. As adults, we should retain the enthusiasm children show us. Before every drawing,
form an opinion. Your opinion about the person you are drawing, whether it is about the
character, type, attitude, gesture or whatever else strikes you, is the goal of your
drawing.Principles and Aides—The How of a DrawingThe things we learn about
drawing,whether from instructors, books, studying on our own, experimentation or emulation, all
provide the know-how to communicate your opinions about the drawing. The drawing aides and
devices emphasized in this book will help you do that. Understanding and practicing them will
give you the control to portray your figures with authority.Is There a Right Way to Draw the
Figure?No! There is no right way to draw the figure. To many students, different approaches to
drawing seem to conflict. Instead, think of each approach as a different lesson with a different
emphasis. All approaches are useful and all can be part of our neverending study of drawing.
After assimilating things you’ve learned, your brain, unbeknownst to you, puts everything
together, developing the style that suits you best. Then, your own style can truly emerge, a
unique combination of your own aesthetics, education and experience.Only you know the
purpose for which you want to draw people. Use this book and my suggestions as they are
appropriate to your skill level, for your stage of development or for whatever subject you are most
eager to explore.1TYPES OF FIGURE DRAWING“WHEN YOU DRAW, DO YOU STAND UP OR
SIT DOWN?”Many guest artists visiting my classes have groaned inwardly when asked such a
seemingly unimportant question. But when someone is learning and studying, anything that
creates confusion, whether physical or mental, is important. Mental skills—the most important
ones—develop from the accumulation of knowledge gained by observation and instruction.
Physical skills are the technical ability to make your hands do what your mind tells them to.
Artists must acquire both skills.Let’s start with the physical skills, drawing figures under different
circumstances and for different purposes. Part one is about making everything that is physical—
our media, our setups, our bodies and our hands—work for us. Controlling these factors will help
you apply your accumulated mental skills to figure drawing in any circumstance, whether it’s
drawing from a model, sketching or drawing in your studio. Controlling the physical aspects of
drawing will allow each type of drawing to flourish in its own way.CHAPTER 1Drawing from a
ModelArrange an Effective SetupThis student has arranged her setup for a successful drawing
session. She stands far enough from her drawing board to see all of her paper. She has placed
her easel so she can see the model’s entire figure. The flexibility of her hand as she holds her
medium allows her to make strokes in any direction.Artists use the marks they put on paper to
express what is in their minds. The physical translation from head to hand is important in
achieving that goal. Physical ease and flexibility allow artists’ opinions to move from their minds



and hearts directly through their arms, fingertips and drawing media to their paper. The greater
the ease with which you can move your arm, wrist and hand, the less limited you are in your
ability to express your opinion, what you want to say, about your subject. To clearly express their
artistic messages, dancers and musicians must develop and control their physical skills. So, too,
must an artist’s hands and arms be ready to draw what his or her mind sees without being
limited by a lack of physical skills.If you can draw in large motions, the range of motion and ease
of movement you acquire will carry over to smaller drawing motions. So this chapter deals with
drawing models on large paper, including approaches to drawing, procedures, setups and
drawing media that will help develop both physical freedom and control.USING YOUR
MEDIUMSomething as simple as the way you hold your drawing medium can make all the
difference. Holding it correctly can increase your range of motion and the variety of strokes you
are able to make. This, in turn, increases your ability to express what you want about a
subject.Soft Media Develop FlexibilityAn artist who has wrist flexibility can use spit and a burnt
match with some success. However, using short, soft media helps develop flexibility. Using a
short medium will keep your hand close to the paper so you can feel a subject as you would a
sculpture. With a soft medium the artist can make marks easily without bearing down.
Sharpened media allow you to apply both line and tone easily.Give Yourself ChoicesHolding a
sharpened medium overhand allows the flexibility to make strokes in any direction and switch
between line and tone, even in a two-minute thumbnail like this.Use a Sharp, Soft MediumI
recommend a soft stick medium, such as X-soft compressed charcoal or a pastel stick in a dark
brown color. Conté Bîstre is a good choice. To sharpen it, make a long point on your medium
with a craft knife, then smooth its sides on a sand pad so you have the choice of making a line
using the tip of the medium or applying tone using the side.Hold Your Medium OverhandLet this
be an order! Hold your medium overhand so you can apply strokes in any direction. With your
palm upward, place the drawing medium perpendicular, not parallel, to the line of your fingers.
As you draw, make sure it continues to lie across your fingers. If your medium is parallel to your
fingers, it will get “stuck” and you won’t be able to stroke in as many directions or change from
line to tone.FLEXIBILITY OF MOTIONFlexibility of your hand, wrist and arm enables you to
place line or tone in any direction. The direction of your strokes should relate to the opinion you
want to express and to the forms of the figure. Leonardo da Vinci chose to apply strokes in only
one direction in many of his magnificent studies. However, you should use techniques like that
only by choice, not because it is the only direction in which you can apply strokes.Use Your
Entire ArmImagine the head of a pet poking through a hole in your paper. As you draw, feel the
head as a sculptor would feel it. Move your fingertips across the paper from the far side, around
the head and under the chin, paying attention to the movement of your arm. When your fingers
are on the far side, your elbow is high. Under the chin, your elbow is tucked next to your body
with your palm facing upward.Apply the Motion to Your MediumDraw an oval or circle, feeling the
form as you did around the pet’s head. Rotate your hand, wrist and arm as you draw.Rotate Your
MediumPractice changing strokes from line to tone and tone to line. Draw a sharp line, holding



your medium parallel to the direction you’re drawing. To switch to soft tone, gradually rotate your
arm and wrist until your medium is perpendicular to the direction of your stroke. The tone will be
thickest when the drawing medium is perpendicular to the stroke.Adjust the Angle of Your
MediumVarying the angle of your medium to the paper is another way to vary the width of your
stroke. A greater angle between the medium and the paper (drawing 1) produces a sharp line. A
smaller angle (drawing 2) with more of the medium touching the paper produces a soft
tone.Warm UpWarm up before every drawing session. Make strokes in every direction. Draw
lines, tone and curves. Move your hand as though you were moving around a form. Have fun.
Get flexible. After you have drawn for a while, examine your medium. If one side of the point is
flat, you aren’t rotating. If the sides are worn down evenly, you have been rotating your wrist
exactly right!POSITION YOURSELF COMFORTABLYHere are some hints for drawing when
standing at an easel or sitting on a drawing bench, both common positions for drawing a model:
Make sure you can see the person you’re drawing as easily as you can see your drawing. Place
your drawing bench or easel at an angle so you can see your subject at the side of your drawing
board. Use a drawing board to provide a firm drawing surface. Avoid tense shoulders by relaxing
your hand while you’re drawing and resting it downward while observing.Sitting on a
BenchPosition yourself far enough away from the paper to see the entire paper with ease. Sit
upright so your arm is ready to move. Angle your pad behind the ridge on your bench so your
eyes are perpendicular to the paper and you aren’t viewing your paper in perspective.Standing
at an EaselStand far enough from your paper so you can see your entire drawing. Adjust the
easel’s height so your eye level is about two-thirds of the way up the drawing. Try placing one
foot closer than the other so you can easily rock back and forth to assess what you have drawn.
Make sure you don’t have to peek around the easel to see the model. The easel doesn’t have to
see the model. You do.LiftersA lifter provides a higher ridge on which to place a drawing board,
giving tall people more control when drawing on the lower part of their paper. You can build lifters
easily.Keep Your Board Off Your LegsPlace your bench at an angle to the model so you won’t
have to move your board to see. When drawing large, placing your board across your lap limits
freedom of movement in your hand and forces you to view your drawing in
perspective.DRAWING DIRECTLYWhen you draw an image directly on the paper without an
underdrawing or visible guide, you are drawing directly. Drawing directly encourages you to look,
to observe and to think. The only guides you should use to draw directly are in your head. They
are the essential things you observed and intend to convey. These things form a mental map of
where you want to go.Drawing directly does not mean that you have to draw with one continuous
line. It simply means that once you’ve gathered the information you need to draw something, you
draw it. To draw with immediacy and freshness, develop drawing authority or draw a subject in
twenty minutes or less, draw directly!Try Drawing in LineYou can use line, tone, a combination of
both or even mixed media to draw directly. Drawing in line is a wonderful discipline for learning
because it teaches you to look and think. Student Chuck Pyle captured the sassy confidence of
this mime with this two-minute direct line drawing. Though he barely indicated her face and



hands, viewers notice her grin and the amusing way she holds her hat.Acquiring Line
SensitivityLines in a line drawing can vary in weight, thickness and degree of sharpness. This
variation of line quality is called line sensitivity. It’s the one quality of figure drawing that you can’t
acquire by thinking about it. Like love, it comes when you’re not looking for it, when your acquired
knowledge combines with a free and flexible hand to express your opinion. That is when line
sensitivity comes naturally. Student Bill Sanchez did not use any guide lines and did not erase
any lines in this twenty-minute drawing of a Scotsman. The wonderful sensitivity of his lines
resulted naturally from his flexible hand’s response to his careful observation and the opinion he
wanted to convey.TELLING A STORYIf you imagine your clothed model in a certain situation,
time and place, you can make up a little story for yourself. The story you decide to tell and the
things you want the viewer to notice will give you ideas for how to draw the figure. You can focus
a viewer’s attention with tone, detail and dark accents and even by leaving things out.Use Tone
to Convey MoodDecide where tone will be most effective for your story. In this twenty-minute
drawing of a blues singer, student Val Mina used tone to emphasize the theatrical lighting, but
only on her face, accenting it with dark eyes and lipstick. He also accented her hands with the
dark microphone. A few simple lines and a little tone on her torso complete the story.Crop the
FigureOne way to tell a story is to crop the figure to its essential storytelling elements. Student
Kazuhiko Sano simplified this woman’s clothing, directing the viewer’s eye to the sensitive
details of her apprehensive expression and nervous hands.HINTSHere are some hints that will
help you improve: To practice full figures, draw the entire figure in poses of less than ten minutes.
You don’t need to be close to the model for these sketches. For twenty-minute poses, consider
drawing a cropped section of a pose close up to improve your observation skills and to practice
using storytelling details. Whether you like a drawing as a whole, consider it a success if you
learned or observed something new. Make people at home your models. They may not be able
to hold action poses, but you can practice many aspects of figure drawing even as a friend or
family member naps or relaxes in front of the television. Draw yourself while looking in the mirror.
You even can tilt a full-length mirror at different angles to get different perspectives. Invest in a
lightweight easel, or make your own drawing bench by placing two chairs so they face each
other.Experiment With Different MediaOnce you get used to a short, soft medium like charcoal,
you also will feel more confident and comfortable with other media. When you can switch easily
between the sides and the point of a charcoal stick, you’ll be able to do the same with a charcoal
pencil. From there, move on to other media: ink and brush, pastels or small brushes and diluted
oils. Also try different surfaces.Student Han Liu conveyed the above singer’s mood in short
poses of about three minutes. After establishing her attitude with compressed charcoal, he
enhanced her satin-clad form with white chalk. In the drawing at right, student Paul Mica
combined different media and techniques. He used colored pastels and light and shadow on her
face and compressed charcoal to fill in the solid shape of her sweater. He used charcoal to draw
her legs, clad in tights, with line.Don’t WorryIf you’ve never held your medium overhand before
and you feel a bit out of control, don’t worry. Your control may regress a bit at first, but your



potential is higher than before. If you’re discouraged, look for occurrences where your strokes
show authority and flexibility. Practice these even more and you’ll get the hang of it.Last of all,
don’t worry about charcoal smears on your paper from dragging your fingertips. Developing
flexibility is more important than creating a clean, pristine drawing. With practice you’ll be able to
avoid smearing and your drawings will look just the way you want them to.CHAPTER 2Drawing
in a SketchbookDrawing People TogetherYou can’t anticipate how long a pair or group of
unposed people will stay in position, so you may want to concentrate on one figure or one part of
a drawing. But, you can be optimistic by leaving room on your paper for an additional figure or
figures in case they’ve remained fairly still. I wanted to sketch these pioneers at a living history
reenactment to capture the period clothing, and before they moved, I was lucky to capture both
of them and start on the environment. I added more to their surroundings after they had
moved.You can sketch on anything: a sketchbook, a sketchpad, a piece of paper. Sketchbook
drawing really is a type of drawing. Sketchbooks are great tools for collecting and recording
information, forming ideas and keeping a journal. They are places where you can fill the library of
your mind.Sketches by master draftsmen from the Renaissance to today show a tremendous
range of subject, style and quality. Some are so beautiful that artists are awed by them. Don’t let
these intimidate you. When you see drawings that are less than masterful, feel encouraged.
When you see awe-inspiring drawings, learn from them.I didn’t begin to draw in sketchbooks
until late in my career. At first I sketched to pass time whenever I was waiting during day-to-day
activities, but it became one of the most pleasurable parts of my art. If you haven’t yet begun to
sketch in a sketchbook, I urge you to start. Sketching will become another tool for your
enjoyment and learning. You can sketch anything or anyone who interests you; this chapter,
however, concentrates on recording real people in real situations.WHAT TO SKETCHWhat
should you draw? When drawing people, whatever strikes you about them is worth drawing. You
may want to catch an entire scene with masses of people, or you may prefer to depict just one or
two figures with a few props to set the scene. If a spontaneous gesture catches your attention,
try to capture its essence. If a face intrigues you, draw the head. Though your priorities will differ
for each sketch, the only thing you absolutely should do is draw a subject you want to
draw.Begin With a HeadI usually begin by drawing the head, hoping I can finish the figure. If the
subject moves before I can capture the whole figure, as this pioneer did, at least I’ve caught
something interesting in my sketchbook.Capture People in Interesting PlacesSutter’s Fort State
Historic Park in Sacramento, California, is a great place to sketch. On Pioneer Days, costumed
docents reenact typical fort activities of 1846.Go Easy on YourselfYou can only guess how much
time you’ll have to sketch a person before he or she moves, so don’t be concerned with drawing
an entire figure, finishing any one drawing or making a drawing perfect. What is important is the
observations you make. Relax! Care about what you observe. The mountain man in drawing 1
stayed still long enough for me to draw his entire figure and capture his attitude and exciting
garments. That’s enough to make it a successful sketch. The mountain man in drawing 2 moved
around a lot. I wanted to make sure I recorded the authentic cut and baggykneed hang of his



buckskin pants, so I began the sketch at his midsection. I didn’t sketch his entire figure, but I
recorded the detail I wanted and learned from the sketch.SKETCHING MATERIALSWhether you
sketch in a sketchbook or sketch pad or on loose paper depends on where you’re drawing.
Always carry a small sketchbook with you so you can capture everyday sites and scenes. When
you head somewhere with the specific intent to draw, take a large pad and any equipment you
think you might use. No matter what kind of paper you use, make sure it’s acid-free.Hardcover
sketchbooks serve as lasting journals of your drawing life. However, they do have a few
drawbacks. You always have to draw in the same size book, and drawing in a bound book is
awkward if you have to stand. Lefties also have to draw on the left page or work around the
binding.I prefer sketch pads with spiral binding on the top. Unlike sketchbooks, sketch pads
aren’t necessarily meant to hold a chronicle of your drawings and sketches, so I can work in a
few different ones at once, selecting the type and size of paper appropriate for a drawing.
They’re also lighter and easier to hold than sketchbooks.When You Happen to See
SomethingCarry a small sketchbook as you go about your daily activities so you’ll be ready to
record whatever appeals to you. You may find time to draw when standing in line, on public
transportation or in cafés. I drew this gentleman patiently waiting to register his car while I
lessthan-patiently stood nearby in a long line. When you use a small sketch pad, people seldom
notice that you’re drawing.When You Plan to DrawWhen you go somewhere planning to draw,
such as an athletic practice, a dance class, a senior center or the living history site where I drew
this sketch, equip yourself with a pad that is large enough—11" × 14" (28cm × 36cm)— and any
sketching equipment you may use.MediaYou can sketch with whatever you have handy or feel
like using at the moment; it’s all valuable experience. However, some media are better suited to
certain circumstances: You can use pens and pencils at almost anytime or anyplace, but pastels
and paints require room for equipment and a place to sit.Pen is a fine medium for sketching. The
permanence of pen lines may be frustrating to beginners, but it motivates artists to observe
more before drawing, making it a great learning tool. I like a Micron Pigma with an O1 point. It’s
handy and lightweight, uses waterproof archival ink, and has as flexible a point as I can get on a
disposable pen. I never recommend using a ballpoint pen.With experimentation, you’ll find other
media you like, and your choices will continue to become more creative.Other EquipmentThe
following equipment, which I’ve learned to take along from experience, may make your sketching
experience a bit more comfortable and successful: folding stool light balsa or foamcore drawing
board for support removable tape or clips for securing pages on windy days trash bag and rock
for windproofing sunglasses, wide-brimmed hat, sun umbrella, sunscreen and drinking water
water, towel and tissues for paint pencil sharpener and sandpaper an equipment bag to carry it
allMixing MediaI used a brown pen to sketch this settler at a living history site. Next, I applied
loose washes of watercolor, using local colors and value, over the sketch, modelling the face
and depicting folds in her clothing. I also added a few pen lines for accents. The contrast of crisp
line to fresh watercolor is satisfying and the technique is quick. Don’t be afraid to try new media
or combine unlikely ones.DETERMINE YOUR PRIORITIESDecide whether the purpose of a



sketch is to observe and depict interesting detail, to capture the look of a person or gesture or to
communicate the feel of the scene.I drew these sketches of the Terry Henry Jazz Trio during
their music sessions. When a musician was playing a short solo and moving around a lot, I
concentrated on catching the action and spontaneity of the music. When my priority was to
catch a more detailed likeness, I drew the musician as he played backup and thus stood more
still.Concentrating on CompositionMy priority in this sketch was to design a composition of the
interplay between the drummer and bassist. The complex scene of figures and instruments
presented a challenge. I had to pay attention to areas where drums, cymbals and musicians
overlapped.Capturing LightIn this sketch I wanted to catch the effect of overhead light on the
flautist’s interesting face.I managed to catch his likeness and communicate the lighting to my
satisfaction.Capturing a FeelingMy priority for these quick sketches was to catch the musicians’
intensity as they improvised solos. I had time only to indicate one of the trumpet player’s hands,
but I achieved the purpose of this sketch, letting his face and shoulders indicate his
intensity.SKETCHING FIGURES IN MOTIONThe comment I hear most frequently about
sketching figures in action is “They move too fast.”You can eliminate such frustration by training
your eye to take in increasingly more at one time. The more you can observe and appreciate at a
glance, the faster you can draw and the more you can capture. With practice you can observe,
appreciate and analyze the whole of an action and its essential parts in seconds.DRAWING
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0.035DEDICATIONThis book is dedicated to my two families.To my first family: my husband Neil;
our three children, Lauchlin, Glennis and Andy; their spouses; and our grandchildren, Diana and
Lydia.And to my second family, the many students I have taught and from whom I have
learned.DEDICATIONThis book is dedicated to my two families.To my first family: my husband
Neil; our three children, Lauchlin, Glennis and Andy; their spouses; and our grandchildren, Diana
and Lydia.And to my second family, the many students I have taught and from whom I have
learned.ACKNOWLEDGMENTSI wish to express my gratitude to the many people at the
Academy of Art College who have been helpful and supportive and encouraged me throughout
the development of this book. To Richard Stephens for first having urged this illustrator to teach;
President Elisa Stephens, who carries on and enlarges upon the tradition established by her
grandfather; my great friend Melissa Marshall; Howard Brodie, a great teacher and friend and an
artist whom I have admired for so long; Director of Illustration Gordon Silveria; my ever-
resourceful computer doctor James Volker; Jennifer Chang and Oliver Staeubli, whose technical



labor and help saved me so much time; and the former students whose drawings you see in
some of these pages. My special thanks go to fellow drawing instructors Diana Thewlis and Lisa
Berrett, whose good sense and wise advice on choices of drawings, words and content were
invaluable; and to photography instructor Elán Santiago, who enthusiastically and skillfully
photographed hundreds of drawings for this book.My thanks go to the many professional
models who posed for me in various guises, especially Jesse Clark, Peggy Davis and Francis
Kelly. I also appreciate the willingness of my three children and my elder grandchild who, in
many modeling sessions throughout the years, have posed for me in gestures that were easy,
hard and sometimes upside down, accepting all the while that modeling was what “kids in all
families just did.”I also appreciate Willitts Designs, which allowed me to adapt drawings done for
the company to include in this book; the staff of the Sutter’s Fort State Historic Park and its
docents, whom students and I have so enjoyed sketching; the members of the Terry Henry Jazz
Trio and their guests, who combined sketching inspiration with great music; and the U.S. Air
Force, which gave me wonderful experiences and the opportunity to draw USAF personnel
during flights through its art program.My further thanks go to North Light acquisitions editor
Rachel Wolf and my editors, Amanda Metcalf and Jennifer Kardux, all of whom aided and
guided me through the long process of bringing this book from imaginings to reality.And last, but
decidedly not least, thanks to my husband for providing his ample shoulder for me to lean on
and for his forbearance during the many months when my mind was “on the book.” It was he who
said (and said at the right moment), “Don’t put the book off. Start it now!” So I did and here it
is.ACKNOWLEDGMENTSI wish to express my gratitude to the many people at the Academy of
Art College who have been helpful and supportive and encouraged me throughout the
development of this book. To Richard Stephens for first having urged this illustrator to teach;
President Elisa Stephens, who carries on and enlarges upon the tradition established by her
grandfather; my great friend Melissa Marshall; Howard Brodie, a great teacher and friend and an
artist whom I have admired for so long; Director of Illustration Gordon Silveria; my ever-
resourceful computer doctor James Volker; Jennifer Chang and Oliver Staeubli, whose technical
labor and help saved me so much time; and the former students whose drawings you see in
some of these pages. My special thanks go to fellow drawing instructors Diana Thewlis and Lisa
Berrett, whose good sense and wise advice on choices of drawings, words and content were
invaluable; and to photography instructor Elán Santiago, who enthusiastically and skillfully
photographed hundreds of drawings for this book.My thanks go to the many professional
models who posed for me in various guises, especially Jesse Clark, Peggy Davis and Francis
Kelly. I also appreciate the willingness of my three children and my elder grandchild who, in
many modeling sessions throughout the years, have posed for me in gestures that were easy,
hard and sometimes upside down, accepting all the while that modeling was what “kids in all
families just did.”I also appreciate Willitts Designs, which allowed me to adapt drawings done for
the company to include in this book; the staff of the Sutter’s Fort State Historic Park and its
docents, whom students and I have so enjoyed sketching; the members of the Terry Henry Jazz



Trio and their guests, who combined sketching inspiration with great music; and the U.S. Air
Force, which gave me wonderful experiences and the opportunity to draw USAF personnel
during flights through its art program.My further thanks go to North Light acquisitions editor
Rachel Wolf and my editors, Amanda Metcalf and Jennifer Kardux, all of whom aided and
guided me through the long process of bringing this book from imaginings to reality.And last, but
decidedly not least, thanks to my husband for providing his ample shoulder for me to lean on
and for his forbearance during the many months when my mind was “on the book.” It was he who
said (and said at the right moment), “Don’t put the book off. Start it now!” So I did and here it
is.TABLE OF CONTENTSA NOTE TO READERS1 Types of Figure DrawingCHAPTER 1
Drawing From a ModelCHAPTER 2 Drawing in a SketchbookCHAPTER 3 Drawing in Your
Studio2 Basics of DrawingCHAPTER 4 Proportion and PerspectiveCHAPTER 5 Value3 Drawing
AidesCHAPTER 6 Stretch and CompressionCHAPTER 7 Wraparounds & Overlapping
FormsCHAPTER 8 RelationshipsCHAPTER 9 Rhythm and ContinuityCHAPTER 10 Using
Drawing Aides Together4 Drawing FoldsCHAPTER 11 What Folds Can Do for Your
DrawingsCHAPTER 12 Construction of FoldsCHAPTER 13 Types of FoldsCHAPTER 14
Drawing Folds on People5 Drawing ClothingCHAPTER 15 Elements of ClothingCHAPTER 16
Tips for Drawing Clothing6 Drawing ExtrasCHAPTER 17 Design of the FigureCHAPTER 18
Drawing Heads and HandsCHAPTER 19 Drawing Children GLOSSARYA PARTING
NOTEABOUT THE AUTHORTABLE OF CONTENTSA NOTE TO READERS1 Types of Figure
DrawingCHAPTER 1 Drawing From a ModelCHAPTER 2 Drawing in a SketchbookCHAPTER 3
Drawing in Your Studio2 Basics of DrawingCHAPTER 4 Proportion and PerspectiveCHAPTER 5
Value3 Drawing AidesCHAPTER 6 Stretch and CompressionCHAPTER 7 Wraparounds &
Overlapping FormsCHAPTER 8 RelationshipsCHAPTER 9 Rhythm and ContinuityCHAPTER 10
Using Drawing Aides Together4 Drawing FoldsCHAPTER 11 What Folds Can Do for Your
DrawingsCHAPTER 12 Construction of FoldsCHAPTER 13 Types of FoldsCHAPTER 14
Drawing Folds on People5 Drawing ClothingCHAPTER 15 Elements of ClothingCHAPTER 16
Tips for Drawing Clothing6 Drawing ExtrasCHAPTER 17 Design of the FigureCHAPTER 18
Drawing Heads and HandsCHAPTER 19 Drawing Children GLOSSARYA PARTING
NOTEABOUT THE AUTHORA NOTE TO READERSA Greeting to My ReadersAs I sketched
this docent, reenacting 1846 pioneer life at Sutter’s Fort in California, she busily signed deeds to
nearby land. Now she serves to pen my note to you.Library shelves are filled with wonderful
books on drawing the nude figure, some of which have become classics but few about drawing
clothed figures have been available. I have taught college courses on illustrative figure drawing
for many years, but it was the response from professional artists during my drawing workshops
that convinced me to create this book. My goal is to give artists greater control of the people they
draw, wearing the clothing they want them to wear and telling the story they want to tell.There
are two things to consider as you draw figures. What are you trying to communicate; what
opinion are you trying to convey through your drawing? Second, what principles and aides will
you use to communicate that opinion?Opinion—The What of a DrawingRecall some drawings of



people or figures that impressed you. Can you think of one factor common to all? An opinion is
the common denominator of every drawing I greatly admire. I cannot recall a single one that did
not reflect the opinion of the artist who drew it. Leonardo da Vinci uses opinion mildly in a study
of folds for a seated figure. He uses the folds to create a beautiful design that reveals the figure
in repose. Hans Holbein’s opinion appears as he subtly suggests the personalities of his people
in sensitive, beautifully designed portraits. Käthe Kollwitz’s drawing of an anguished mother
holding a dead child shows such passionate opinion that some viewers can barely look at it.
Though the styles and subjects of these artists vary, the artists all showed opinion. You can
almost hear them telling us what they saw and felt—how they related to the image—before
drawing it and sharing it with us.Opinion is the element of a good drawing for which one needs
no art experience or education. Opinion comes from within us. Even young children have strong
opinions about their subjects and drawings. What we see as scribbles, a child describes as an
action hero zooming through space or the most beautiful of princesses. As adults, we should
retain the enthusiasm children show us. Before every drawing, form an opinion. Your opinion
about the person you are drawing, whether it is about the character, type, attitude, gesture or
whatever else strikes you, is the goal of your drawing.Principles and Aides—The How of a
DrawingThe things we learn about drawing,whether from instructors, books, studying on our
own, experimentation or emulation, all provide the know-how to communicate your opinions
about the drawing. The drawing aides and devices emphasized in this book will help you do that.
Understanding and practicing them will give you the control to portray your figures with
authority.Is There a Right Way to Draw the Figure?No! There is no right way to draw the figure.
To many students, different approaches to drawing seem to conflict. Instead, think of each
approach as a different lesson with a different emphasis. All approaches are useful and all can
be part of our neverending study of drawing. After assimilating things you’ve learned, your brain,
unbeknownst to you, puts everything together, developing the style that suits you best. Then,
your own style can truly emerge, a unique combination of your own aesthetics, education and
experience.Only you know the purpose for which you want to draw people. Use this book and my
suggestions as they are appropriate to your skill level, for your stage of development or for
whatever subject you are most eager to explore.A NOTE TO READERSA Greeting to My
ReadersAs I sketched this docent, reenacting 1846 pioneer life at Sutter’s Fort in California, she
busily signed deeds to nearby land. Now she serves to pen my note to you.Library shelves are
filled with wonderful books on drawing the nude figure, some of which have become classics but
few about drawing clothed figures have been available. I have taught college courses on
illustrative figure drawing for many years, but it was the response from professional artists during
my drawing workshops that convinced me to create this book. My goal is to give artists greater
control of the people they draw, wearing the clothing they want them to wear and telling the story
they want to tell.There are two things to consider as you draw figures. What are you trying to
communicate; what opinion are you trying to convey through your drawing? Second, what
principles and aides will you use to communicate that opinion?Opinion—The What of a



DrawingRecall some drawings of people or figures that impressed you. Can you think of one
factor common to all? An opinion is the common denominator of every drawing I greatly admire. I
cannot recall a single one that did not reflect the opinion of the artist who drew it. Leonardo da
Vinci uses opinion mildly in a study of folds for a seated figure. He uses the folds to create a
beautiful design that reveals the figure in repose. Hans Holbein’s opinion appears as he subtly
suggests the personalities of his people in sensitive, beautifully designed portraits. Käthe
Kollwitz’s drawing of an anguished mother holding a dead child shows such passionate opinion
that some viewers can barely look at it. Though the styles and subjects of these artists vary, the
artists all showed opinion. You can almost hear them telling us what they saw and felt—how they
related to the image—before drawing it and sharing it with us.Opinion is the element of a good
drawing for which one needs no art experience or education. Opinion comes from within us.
Even young children have strong opinions about their subjects and drawings. What we see as
scribbles, a child describes as an action hero zooming through space or the most beautiful of
princesses. As adults, we should retain the enthusiasm children show us. Before every drawing,
form an opinion. Your opinion about the person you are drawing, whether it is about the
character, type, attitude, gesture or whatever else strikes you, is the goal of your
drawing.Principles and Aides—The How of a DrawingThe things we learn about
drawing,whether from instructors, books, studying on our own, experimentation or emulation, all
provide the know-how to communicate your opinions about the drawing. The drawing aides and
devices emphasized in this book will help you do that. Understanding and practicing them will
give you the control to portray your figures with authority.Is There a Right Way to Draw the
Figure?No! There is no right way to draw the figure. To many students, different approaches to
drawing seem to conflict. Instead, think of each approach as a different lesson with a different
emphasis. All approaches are useful and all can be part of our neverending study of drawing.
After assimilating things you’ve learned, your brain, unbeknownst to you, puts everything
together, developing the style that suits you best. Then, your own style can truly emerge, a
unique combination of your own aesthetics, education and experience.Only you know the
purpose for which you want to draw people. Use this book and my suggestions as they are
appropriate to your skill level, for your stage of development or for whatever subject you are most
eager to explore.1TYPES OF FIGURE DRAWING“WHEN YOU DRAW, DO YOU STAND UP OR
SIT DOWN?”Many guest artists visiting my classes have groaned inwardly when asked such a
seemingly unimportant question. But when someone is learning and studying, anything that
creates confusion, whether physical or mental, is important. Mental skills—the most important
ones—develop from the accumulation of knowledge gained by observation and instruction.
Physical skills are the technical ability to make your hands do what your mind tells them to.
Artists must acquire both skills.Let’s start with the physical skills, drawing figures under different
circumstances and for different purposes. Part one is about making everything that is physical—
our media, our setups, our bodies and our hands—work for us. Controlling these factors will help
you apply your accumulated mental skills to figure drawing in any circumstance, whether it’s



drawing from a model, sketching or drawing in your studio. Controlling the physical aspects of
drawing will allow each type of drawing to flourish in its own way.1TYPES OF FIGURE
DRAWING“WHEN YOU DRAW, DO YOU STAND UP OR SIT DOWN?”Many guest artists
visiting my classes have groaned inwardly when asked such a seemingly unimportant question.
But when someone is learning and studying, anything that creates confusion, whether physical
or mental, is important. Mental skills—the most important ones—develop from the accumulation
of knowledge gained by observation and instruction. Physical skills are the technical ability to
make your hands do what your mind tells them to. Artists must acquire both skills.Let’s start with
the physical skills, drawing figures under different circumstances and for different purposes. Part
one is about making everything that is physical—our media, our setups, our bodies and our
hands—work for us. Controlling these factors will help you apply your accumulated mental skills
to figure drawing in any circumstance, whether it’s drawing from a model, sketching or drawing in
your studio. Controlling the physical aspects of drawing will allow each type of drawing to flourish
in its own way.CHAPTER 1Drawing from a ModelArrange an Effective SetupThis student has
arranged her setup for a successful drawing session. She stands far enough from her drawing
board to see all of her paper. She has placed her easel so she can see the model’s entire figure.
The flexibility of her hand as she holds her medium allows her to make strokes in any
direction.Artists use the marks they put on paper to express what is in their minds. The physical
translation from head to hand is important in achieving that goal. Physical ease and flexibility
allow artists’ opinions to move from their minds and hearts directly through their arms, fingertips
and drawing media to their paper. The greater the ease with which you can move your arm, wrist
and hand, the less limited you are in your ability to express your opinion, what you want to say,
about your subject. To clearly express their artistic messages, dancers and musicians must
develop and control their physical skills. So, too, must an artist’s hands and arms be ready to
draw what his or her mind sees without being limited by a lack of physical skills.If you can draw
in large motions, the range of motion and ease of movement you acquire will carry over to
smaller drawing motions. So this chapter deals with drawing models on large paper, including
approaches to drawing, procedures, setups and drawing media that will help develop both
physical freedom and control.CHAPTER 1Drawing from a ModelArrange an Effective SetupThis
student has arranged her setup for a successful drawing session. She stands far enough from
her drawing board to see all of her paper. She has placed her easel so she can see the model’s
entire figure. The flexibility of her hand as she holds her medium allows her to make strokes in
any direction.Artists use the marks they put on paper to express what is in their minds. The
physical translation from head to hand is important in achieving that goal. Physical ease and
flexibility allow artists’ opinions to move from their minds and hearts directly through their arms,
fingertips and drawing media to their paper. The greater the ease with which you can move your
arm, wrist and hand, the less limited you are in your ability to express your opinion, what you
want to say, about your subject. To clearly express their artistic messages, dancers and
musicians must develop and control their physical skills. So, too, must an artist’s hands and



arms be ready to draw what his or her mind sees without being limited by a lack of physical
skills.If you can draw in large motions, the range of motion and ease of movement you acquire
will carry over to smaller drawing motions. So this chapter deals with drawing models on large
paper, including approaches to drawing, procedures, setups and drawing media that will help
develop both physical freedom and control.USING YOUR MEDIUMSomething as simple as the
way you hold your drawing medium can make all the difference. Holding it correctly can increase
your range of motion and the variety of strokes you are able to make. This, in turn, increases your
ability to express what you want about a subject.Soft Media Develop FlexibilityAn artist who has
wrist flexibility can use spit and a burnt match with some success. However, using short, soft
media helps develop flexibility. Using a short medium will keep your hand close to the paper so
you can feel a subject as you would a sculpture. With a soft medium the artist can make marks
easily without bearing down. Sharpened media allow you to apply both line and tone easily.Give
Yourself ChoicesHolding a sharpened medium overhand allows the flexibility to make strokes in
any direction and switch between line and tone, even in a two-minute thumbnail like this.Use a
Sharp, Soft MediumI recommend a soft stick medium, such as X-soft compressed charcoal or a
pastel stick in a dark brown color. Conté Bîstre is a good choice. To sharpen it, make a long point
on your medium with a craft knife, then smooth its sides on a sand pad so you have the choice of
making a line using the tip of the medium or applying tone using the side.Hold Your Medium
OverhandLet this be an order! Hold your medium overhand so you can apply strokes in any
direction. With your palm upward, place the drawing medium perpendicular, not parallel, to the
line of your fingers. As you draw, make sure it continues to lie across your fingers. If your medium
is parallel to your fingers, it will get “stuck” and you won’t be able to stroke in as many directions
or change from line to tone.USING YOUR MEDIUMUSING YOUR MEDIUM Something as
simple as the way you hold your drawing medium can make all the difference. Holding it correctly
can increase your range of motion and the variety of strokes you are able to make. This, in turn,
increases your ability to express what you want about a subject.Soft Media Develop FlexibilityAn
artist who has wrist flexibility can use spit and a burnt match with some success. However, using
short, soft media helps develop flexibility. Using a short medium will keep your hand close to the
paper so you can feel a subject as you would a sculpture. With a soft medium the artist can
make marks easily without bearing down. Sharpened media allow you to apply both line and
tone easily.Give Yourself ChoicesHolding a sharpened medium overhand allows the flexibility to
make strokes in any direction and switch between line and tone, even in a two-minute thumbnail
like this.Use a Sharp, Soft MediumI recommend a soft stick medium, such as X-soft compressed
charcoal or a pastel stick in a dark brown color. Conté Bîstre is a good choice. To sharpen it,
make a long point on your medium with a craft knife, then smooth its sides on a sand pad so you
have the choice of making a line using the tip of the medium or applying tone using the
side.Hold Your Medium OverhandLet this be an order! Hold your medium overhand so you can
apply strokes in any direction. With your palm upward, place the drawing medium perpendicular,
not parallel, to the line of your fingers. As you draw, make sure it continues to lie across your



fingers. If your medium is parallel to your fingers, it will get “stuck” and you won’t be able to
stroke in as many directions or change from line to tone.FLEXIBILITY OF MOTIONFlexibility of
your hand, wrist and arm enables you to place line or tone in any direction. The direction of your
strokes should relate to the opinion you want to express and to the forms of the figure. Leonardo
da Vinci chose to apply strokes in only one direction in many of his magnificent studies.
However, you should use techniques like that only by choice, not because it is the only direction
in which you can apply strokes.Use Your Entire ArmImagine the head of a pet poking through a
hole in your paper. As you draw, feel the head as a sculptor would feel it. Move your fingertips
across the paper from the far side, around the head and under the chin, paying attention to the
movement of your arm. When your fingers are on the far side, your elbow is high. Under the chin,
your elbow is tucked next to your body with your palm facing upward.Apply the Motion to Your
MediumDraw an oval or circle, feeling the form as you did around the pet’s head. Rotate your
hand, wrist and arm as you draw.Rotate Your MediumPractice changing strokes from line to tone
and tone to line. Draw a sharp line, holding your medium parallel to the direction you’re drawing.
To switch to soft tone, gradually rotate your arm and wrist until your medium is perpendicular to
the direction of your stroke. The tone will be thickest when the drawing medium is perpendicular
to the stroke.Adjust the Angle of Your MediumVarying the angle of your medium to the paper is
another way to vary the width of your stroke. A greater angle between the medium and the paper
(drawing 1) produces a sharp line. A smaller angle (drawing 2) with more of the medium
touching the paper produces a soft tone.Warm UpWarm up before every drawing session. Make
strokes in every direction. Draw lines, tone and curves. Move your hand as though you were
moving around a form. Have fun. Get flexible. After you have drawn for a while, examine your
medium. If one side of the point is flat, you aren’t rotating. If the sides are worn down evenly, you
have been rotating your wrist exactly right!FLEXIBILITY OF MOTIONFLEXIBILITY OF MOTION
Flexibility of your hand, wrist and arm enables you to place line or tone in any direction. The
direction of your strokes should relate to the opinion you want to express and to the forms of the
figure. Leonardo da Vinci chose to apply strokes in only one direction in many of his magnificent
studies. However, you should use techniques like that only by choice, not because it is the only
direction in which you can apply strokes.Use Your Entire ArmImagine the head of a pet poking
through a hole in your paper. As you draw, feel the head as a sculptor would feel it. Move your
fingertips across the paper from the far side, around the head and under the chin, paying
attention to the movement of your arm. When your fingers are on the far side, your elbow is high.
Under the chin, your elbow is tucked next to your body with your palm facing upward.Apply the
Motion to Your MediumDraw an oval or circle, feeling the form as you did around the pet’s head.
Rotate your hand, wrist and arm as you draw.Rotate Your MediumPractice changing strokes
from line to tone and tone to line. Draw a sharp line, holding your medium parallel to the direction
you’re drawing. To switch to soft tone, gradually rotate your arm and wrist until your medium is
perpendicular to the direction of your stroke. The tone will be thickest when the drawing medium
is perpendicular to the stroke.Adjust the Angle of Your MediumVarying the angle of your medium



to the paper is another way to vary the width of your stroke. A greater angle between the medium
and the paper (drawing 1) produces a sharp line. A smaller angle (drawing 2) with more of the
medium touching the paper produces a soft tone.Warm UpWarm up before every drawing
session. Make strokes in every direction. Draw lines, tone and curves. Move your hand as
though you were moving around a form. Have fun. Get flexible. After you have drawn for a while,
examine your medium. If one side of the point is flat, you aren’t rotating. If the sides are worn
down evenly, you have been rotating your wrist exactly right!POSITION YOURSELF
COMFORTABLYHere are some hints for drawing when standing at an easel or sitting on a
drawing bench, both common positions for drawing a model: Make sure you can see the person
you’re drawing as easily as you can see your drawing. Place your drawing bench or easel at an
angle so you can see your subject at the side of your drawing board. Use a drawing board to
provide a firm drawing surface. Avoid tense shoulders by relaxing your hand while you’re
drawing and resting it downward while observing.Sitting on a BenchPosition yourself far enough
away from the paper to see the entire paper with ease. Sit upright so your arm is ready to move.
Angle your pad behind the ridge on your bench so your eyes are perpendicular to the paper and
you aren’t viewing your paper in perspective.Standing at an EaselStand far enough from your
paper so you can see your entire drawing. Adjust the easel’s height so your eye level is about
two-thirds of the way up the drawing. Try placing one foot closer than the other so you can easily
rock back and forth to assess what you have drawn. Make sure you don’t have to peek around
the easel to see the model. The easel doesn’t have to see the model. You do.LiftersA lifter
provides a higher ridge on which to place a drawing board, giving tall people more control when
drawing on the lower part of their paper. You can build lifters easily.Keep Your Board Off Your
LegsPlace your bench at an angle to the model so you won’t have to move your board to see.
When drawing large, placing your board across your lap limits freedom of movement in your
hand and forces you to view your drawing in perspective.POSITION YOURSELF
COMFORTABLYPOSITION YOURSELF COMFORTABLY Here are some hints for drawing when
standing at an easel or sitting on a drawing bench, both common positions for drawing a model:
Make sure you can see the person you’re drawing as easily as you can see your drawing. Place
your drawing bench or easel at an angle so you can see your subject at the side of your drawing
board. Use a drawing board to provide a firm drawing surface. Avoid tense shoulders by relaxing
your hand while you’re drawing and resting it downward while observing.Sitting on a
BenchPosition yourself far enough away from the paper to see the entire paper with ease. Sit
upright so your arm is ready to move. Angle your pad behind the ridge on your bench so your
eyes are perpendicular to the paper and you aren’t viewing your paper in perspective.Standing
at an EaselStand far enough from your paper so you can see your entire drawing. Adjust the
easel’s height so your eye level is about two-thirds of the way up the drawing. Try placing one
foot closer than the other so you can easily rock back and forth to assess what you have drawn.
Make sure you don’t have to peek around the easel to see the model. The easel doesn’t have to
see the model. You do.LiftersA lifter provides a higher ridge on which to place a drawing board,



giving tall people more control when drawing on the lower part of their paper. You can build lifters
easily.Keep Your Board Off Your LegsPlace your bench at an angle to the model so you won’t
have to move your board to see. When drawing large, placing your board across your lap limits
freedom of movement in your hand and forces you to view your drawing in
perspective.DRAWING DIRECTLYWhen you draw an image directly on the paper without an
underdrawing or visible guide, you are drawing directly. Drawing directly encourages you to look,
to observe and to think. The only guides you should use to draw directly are in your head. They
are the essential things you observed and intend to convey. These things form a mental map of
where you want to go.Drawing directly does not mean that you have to draw with one continuous
line. It simply means that once you’ve gathered the information you need to draw something, you
draw it. To draw with immediacy and freshness, develop drawing authority or draw a subject in
twenty minutes or less, draw directly!Try Drawing in LineYou can use line, tone, a combination of
both or even mixed media to draw directly. Drawing in line is a wonderful discipline for learning
because it teaches you to look and think. Student Chuck Pyle captured the sassy confidence of
this mime with this two-minute direct line drawing. Though he barely indicated her face and
hands, viewers notice her grin and the amusing way she holds her hat.Acquiring Line
SensitivityLines in a line drawing can vary in weight, thickness and degree of sharpness. This
variation of line quality is called line sensitivity. It’s the one quality of figure drawing that you can’t
acquire by thinking about it. Like love, it comes when you’re not looking for it, when your acquired
knowledge combines with a free and flexible hand to express your opinion. That is when line
sensitivity comes naturally. Student Bill Sanchez did not use any guide lines and did not erase
any lines in this twenty-minute drawing of a Scotsman. The wonderful sensitivity of his lines
resulted naturally from his flexible hand’s response to his careful observation and the opinion he
wanted to convey.DRAWING DIRECTLYDRAWING DIRECTLY When you draw an image directly
on the paper without an underdrawing or visible guide, you are drawing directly. Drawing directly
encourages you to look, to observe and to think. The only guides you should use to draw directly
are in your head. They are the essential things you observed and intend to convey. These things
form a mental map of where you want to go.Drawing directly does not mean that you have to
draw with one continuous line. It simply means that once you’ve gathered the information you
need to draw something, you draw it. To draw with immediacy and freshness, develop drawing
authority or draw a subject in twenty minutes or less, draw directly!Try Drawing in LineYou can
use line, tone, a combination of both or even mixed media to draw directly. Drawing in line is a
wonderful discipline for learning because it teaches you to look and think. Student Chuck Pyle
captured the sassy confidence of this mime with this two-minute direct line drawing. Though he
barely indicated her face and hands, viewers notice her grin and the amusing way she holds her
hat.Acquiring Line SensitivityLines in a line drawing can vary in weight, thickness and degree of
sharpness. This variation of line quality is called line sensitivity. It’s the one quality of figure
drawing that you can’t acquire by thinking about it. Like love, it comes when you’re not looking for
it, when your acquired knowledge combines with a free and flexible hand to express your



opinion. That is when line sensitivity comes naturally. Student Bill Sanchez did not use any guide
lines and did not erase any lines in this twenty-minute drawing of a Scotsman. The wonderful
sensitivity of his lines resulted naturally from his flexible hand’s response to his careful
observation and the opinion he wanted to convey.TELLING A STORYIf you imagine your clothed
model in a certain situation, time and place, you can make up a little story for yourself. The story
you decide to tell and the things you want the viewer to notice will give you ideas for how to draw
the figure. You can focus a viewer’s attention with tone, detail and dark accents and even by
leaving things out.Use Tone to Convey MoodDecide where tone will be most effective for your
story. In this twenty-minute drawing of a blues singer, student Val Mina used tone to emphasize
the theatrical lighting, but only on her face, accenting it with dark eyes and lipstick. He also
accented her hands with the dark microphone. A few simple lines and a little tone on her torso
complete the story.Crop the FigureOne way to tell a story is to crop the figure to its essential
storytelling elements. Student Kazuhiko Sano simplified this woman’s clothing, directing the
viewer’s eye to the sensitive details of her apprehensive expression and nervous
hands.TELLING A STORYTELLING A STORY If you imagine your clothed model in a certain
situation, time and place, you can make up a little story for yourself. The story you decide to tell
and the things you want the viewer to notice will give you ideas for how to draw the figure. You
can focus a viewer’s attention with tone, detail and dark accents and even by leaving things
out.Use Tone to Convey MoodDecide where tone will be most effective for your story. In this
twenty-minute drawing of a blues singer, student Val Mina used tone to emphasize the theatrical
lighting, but only on her face, accenting it with dark eyes and lipstick. He also accented her
hands with the dark microphone. A few simple lines and a little tone on her torso complete the
story.Crop the FigureOne way to tell a story is to crop the figure to its essential storytelling
elements. Student Kazuhiko Sano simplified this woman’s clothing, directing the viewer’s eye to
the sensitive details of her apprehensive expression and nervous hands.HINTSHere are some
hints that will help you improve: To practice full figures, draw the entire figure in poses of less
than ten minutes. You don’t need to be close to the model for these sketches. For twenty-minute
poses, consider drawing a cropped section of a pose close up to improve your observation skills
and to practice using storytelling details. Whether you like a drawing as a whole, consider it a
success if you learned or observed something new. Make people at home your models. They
may not be able to hold action poses, but you can practice many aspects of figure drawing even
as a friend or family member naps or relaxes in front of the television. Draw yourself while
looking in the mirror. You even can tilt a full-length mirror at different angles to get different
perspectives. Invest in a lightweight easel, or make your own drawing bench by placing two
chairs so they face each other.Experiment With Different MediaOnce you get used to a short,
soft medium like charcoal, you also will feel more confident and comfortable with other media.
When you can switch easily between the sides and the point of a charcoal stick, you’ll be able to
do the same with a charcoal pencil. From there, move on to other media: ink and brush, pastels
or small brushes and diluted oils. Also try different surfaces.Student Han Liu conveyed the



above singer’s mood in short poses of about three minutes. After establishing her attitude with
compressed charcoal, he enhanced her satin-clad form with white chalk. In the drawing at right,
student Paul Mica combined different media and techniques. He used colored pastels and light
and shadow on her face and compressed charcoal to fill in the solid shape of her sweater. He
used charcoal to draw her legs, clad in tights, with line.Don’t WorryIf you’ve never held your
medium overhand before and you feel a bit out of control, don’t worry. Your control may regress a
bit at first, but your potential is higher than before. If you’re discouraged, look for occurrences
where your strokes show authority and flexibility. Practice these even more and you’ll get the
hang of it.Last of all, don’t worry about charcoal smears on your paper from dragging your
fingertips. Developing flexibility is more important than creating a clean, pristine drawing. With
practice you’ll be able to avoid smearing and your drawings will look just the way you want them
to.HINTSHINTS Here are some hints that will help you improve: To practice full figures, draw the
entire figure in poses of less than ten minutes. You don’t need to be close to the model for these
sketches. For twenty-minute poses, consider drawing a cropped section of a pose close up to
improve your observation skills and to practice using storytelling details. Whether you like a
drawing as a whole, consider it a success if you learned or observed something new. Make
people at home your models. They may not be able to hold action poses, but you can practice
many aspects of figure drawing even as a friend or family member naps or relaxes in front of the
television. Draw yourself while looking in the mirror. You even can tilt a full-length mirror at
different angles to get different perspectives. Invest in a lightweight easel, or make your own
drawing bench by placing two chairs so they face each other.Experiment With Different
MediaOnce you get used to a short, soft medium like charcoal, you also will feel more confident
and comfortable with other media. When you can switch easily between the sides and the point
of a charcoal stick, you’ll be able to do the same with a charcoal pencil. From there, move on to
other media: ink and brush, pastels or small brushes and diluted oils. Also try different
surfaces.Student Han Liu conveyed the above singer’s mood in short poses of about three
minutes. After establishing her attitude with compressed charcoal, he enhanced her satin-clad
form with white chalk. In the drawing at right, student Paul Mica combined different media and
techniques. He used colored pastels and light and shadow on her face and compressed
charcoal to fill in the solid shape of her sweater. He used charcoal to draw her legs, clad in tights,
with line.Don’t WorryIf you’ve never held your medium overhand before and you feel a bit out of
control, don’t worry. Your control may regress a bit at first, but your potential is higher than
before. If you’re discouraged, look for occurrences where your strokes show authority and
flexibility. Practice these even more and you’ll get the hang of it.Last of all, don’t worry about
charcoal smears on your paper from dragging your fingertips. Developing flexibility is more
important than creating a clean, pristine drawing. With practice you’ll be able to avoid smearing
and your drawings will look just the way you want them to.CHAPTER 2Drawing in a
SketchbookDrawing People TogetherYou can’t anticipate how long a pair or group of unposed
people will stay in position, so you may want to concentrate on one figure or one part of a



drawing. But, you can be optimistic by leaving room on your paper for an additional figure or
figures in case they’ve remained fairly still. I wanted to sketch these pioneers at a living history
reenactment to capture the period clothing, and before they moved, I was lucky to capture both
of them and start on the environment. I added more to their surroundings after they had
moved.You can sketch on anything: a sketchbook, a sketchpad, a piece of paper. Sketchbook
drawing really is a type of drawing. Sketchbooks are great tools for collecting and recording
information, forming ideas and keeping a journal. They are places where you can fill the library of
your mind.Sketches by master draftsmen from the Renaissance to today show a tremendous
range of subject, style and quality. Some are so beautiful that artists are awed by them. Don’t let
these intimidate you. When you see drawings that are less than masterful, feel encouraged.
When you see awe-inspiring drawings, learn from them.I didn’t begin to draw in sketchbooks
until late in my career. At first I sketched to pass time whenever I was waiting during day-to-day
activities, but it became one of the most pleasurable parts of my art. If you haven’t yet begun to
sketch in a sketchbook, I urge you to start. Sketching will become another tool for your
enjoyment and learning. You can sketch anything or anyone who interests you; this chapter,
however, concentrates on recording real people in real situations.CHAPTER 2Drawing in a
SketchbookDrawing People TogetherYou can’t anticipate how long a pair or group of unposed
people will stay in position, so you may want to concentrate on one figure or one part of a
drawing. But, you can be optimistic by leaving room on your paper for an additional figure or
figures in case they’ve remained fairly still. I wanted to sketch these pioneers at a living history
reenactment to capture the period clothing, and before they moved, I was lucky to capture both
of them and start on the environment. I added more to their surroundings after they had
moved.You can sketch on anything: a sketchbook, a sketchpad, a piece of paper. Sketchbook
drawing really is a type of drawing. Sketchbooks are great tools for collecting and recording
information, forming ideas and keeping a journal. They are places where you can fill the library of
your mind.Sketches by master draftsmen from the Renaissance to today show a tremendous
range of subject, style and quality. Some are so beautiful that artists are awed by them. Don’t let
these intimidate you. When you see drawings that are less than masterful, feel encouraged.
When you see awe-inspiring drawings, learn from them.I didn’t begin to draw in sketchbooks
until late in my career. At first I sketched to pass time whenever I was waiting during day-to-day
activities, but it became one of the most pleasurable parts of my art. If you haven’t yet begun to
sketch in a sketchbook, I urge you to start. Sketching will become another tool for your
enjoyment and learning. You can sketch anything or anyone who interests you; this chapter,
however, concentrates on recording real people in real situations.WHAT TO SKETCHWhat
should you draw? When drawing people, whatever strikes you about them is worth drawing. You
may want to catch an entire scene with masses of people, or you may prefer to depict just one or
two figures with a few props to set the scene. If a spontaneous gesture catches your attention,
try to capture its essence. If a face intrigues you, draw the head. Though your priorities will differ
for each sketch, the only thing you absolutely should do is draw a subject you want to



draw.Begin With a HeadI usually begin by drawing the head, hoping I can finish the figure. If the
subject moves before I can capture the whole figure, as this pioneer did, at least I’ve caught
something interesting in my sketchbook.Capture People in Interesting PlacesSutter’s Fort State
Historic Park in Sacramento, California, is a great place to sketch. On Pioneer Days, costumed
docents reenact typical fort activities of 1846.Go Easy on YourselfYou can only guess how much
time you’ll have to sketch a person before he or she moves, so don’t be concerned with drawing
an entire figure, finishing any one drawing or making a drawing perfect. What is important is the
observations you make. Relax! Care about what you observe. The mountain man in drawing 1
stayed still long enough for me to draw his entire figure and capture his attitude and exciting
garments. That’s enough to make it a successful sketch. The mountain man in drawing 2 moved
around a lot. I wanted to make sure I recorded the authentic cut and baggykneed hang of his
buckskin pants, so I began the sketch at his midsection. I didn’t sketch his entire figure, but I
recorded the detail I wanted and learned from the sketch.WHAT TO SKETCHWHAT TO
SKETCH What should you draw? When drawing people, whatever strikes you about them is
worth drawing. You may want to catch an entire scene with masses of people, or you may prefer
to depict just one or two figures with a few props to set the scene. If a spontaneous gesture
catches your attention, try to capture its essence. If a face intrigues you, draw the head. Though
your priorities will differ for each sketch, the only thing you absolutely should do is draw a subject
you want to draw.Begin With a HeadI usually begin by drawing the head, hoping I can finish the
figure. If the subject moves before I can capture the whole figure, as this pioneer did, at least I’ve
caught something interesting in my sketchbook.Capture People in Interesting PlacesSutter’s
Fort State Historic Park in Sacramento, California, is a great place to sketch. On Pioneer Days,
costumed docents reenact typical fort activities of 1846.Go Easy on YourselfYou can only guess
how much time you’ll have to sketch a person before he or she moves, so don’t be concerned
with drawing an entire figure, finishing any one drawing or making a drawing perfect. What is
important is the observations you make. Relax! Care about what you observe. The mountain
man in drawing 1 stayed still long enough for me to draw his entire figure and capture his attitude
and exciting garments. That’s enough to make it a successful sketch. The mountain man in
drawing 2 moved around a lot. I wanted to make sure I recorded the authentic cut and
baggykneed hang of his buckskin pants, so I began the sketch at his midsection. I didn’t sketch
his entire figure, but I recorded the detail I wanted and learned from the sketch.SKETCHING
MATERIALSWhether you sketch in a sketchbook or sketch pad or on loose paper depends on
where you’re drawing. Always carry a small sketchbook with you so you can capture everyday
sites and scenes. When you head somewhere with the specific intent to draw, take a large pad
and any equipment you think you might use. No matter what kind of paper you use, make sure
it’s acid-free.Hardcover sketchbooks serve as lasting journals of your drawing life. However, they
do have a few drawbacks. You always have to draw in the same size book, and drawing in a
bound book is awkward if you have to stand. Lefties also have to draw on the left page or work
around the binding.I prefer sketch pads with spiral binding on the top. Unlike sketchbooks,



sketch pads aren’t necessarily meant to hold a chronicle of your drawings and sketches, so I can
work in a few different ones at once, selecting the type and size of paper appropriate for a
drawing. They’re also lighter and easier to hold than sketchbooks.When You Happen to See
SomethingCarry a small sketchbook as you go about your daily activities so you’ll be ready to
record whatever appeals to you. You may find time to draw when standing in line, on public
transportation or in cafés. I drew this gentleman patiently waiting to register his car while I
lessthan-patiently stood nearby in a long line. When you use a small sketch pad, people seldom
notice that you’re drawing.When You Plan to DrawWhen you go somewhere planning to draw,
such as an athletic practice, a dance class, a senior center or the living history site where I drew
this sketch, equip yourself with a pad that is large enough—11" × 14" (28cm × 36cm)— and any
sketching equipment you may use.MediaYou can sketch with whatever you have handy or feel
like using at the moment; it’s all valuable experience. However, some media are better suited to
certain circumstances: You can use pens and pencils at almost anytime or anyplace, but pastels
and paints require room for equipment and a place to sit.Pen is a fine medium for sketching. The
permanence of pen lines may be frustrating to beginners, but it motivates artists to observe
more before drawing, making it a great learning tool. I like a Micron Pigma with an O1 point. It’s
handy and lightweight, uses waterproof archival ink, and has as flexible a point as I can get on a
disposable pen. I never recommend using a ballpoint pen.With experimentation, you’ll find other
media you like, and your choices will continue to become more creative.Other EquipmentThe
following equipment, which I’ve learned to take along from experience, may make your sketching
experience a bit more comfortable and successful: folding stool light balsa or foamcore drawing
board for support removable tape or clips for securing pages on windy days trash bag and rock
for windproofing sunglasses, wide-brimmed hat, sun umbrella, sunscreen and drinking water
water, towel and tissues for paint pencil sharpener and sandpaper an equipment bag to carry it
allMixing MediaI used a brown pen to sketch this settler at a living history site. Next, I applied
loose washes of watercolor, using local colors and value, over the sketch, modelling the face
and depicting folds in her clothing. I also added a few pen lines for accents. The contrast of crisp
line to fresh watercolor is satisfying and the technique is quick. Don’t be afraid to try new media
or combine unlikely ones.SKETCHING MATERIALSSKETCHING MATERIALS Whether you
sketch in a sketchbook or sketch pad or on loose paper depends on where you’re drawing.
Always carry a small sketchbook with you so you can capture everyday sites and scenes. When
you head somewhere with the specific intent to draw, take a large pad and any equipment you
think you might use. No matter what kind of paper you use, make sure it’s acid-free.Hardcover
sketchbooks serve as lasting journals of your drawing life. However, they do have a few
drawbacks. You always have to draw in the same size book, and drawing in a bound book is
awkward if you have to stand. Lefties also have to draw on the left page or work around the
binding.I prefer sketch pads with spiral binding on the top. Unlike sketchbooks, sketch pads
aren’t necessarily meant to hold a chronicle of your drawings and sketches, so I can work in a
few different ones at once, selecting the type and size of paper appropriate for a drawing.



They’re also lighter and easier to hold than sketchbooks.When You Happen to See
SomethingCarry a small sketchbook as you go about your daily activities so you’ll be ready to
record whatever appeals to you. You may find time to draw when standing in line, on public
transportation or in cafés. I drew this gentleman patiently waiting to register his car while I
lessthan-patiently stood nearby in a long line. When you use a small sketch pad, people seldom
notice that you’re drawing.When You Plan to DrawWhen you go somewhere planning to draw,
such as an athletic practice, a dance class, a senior center or the living history site where I drew
this sketch, equip yourself with a pad that is large enough—11" × 14" (28cm × 36cm)— and any
sketching equipment you may use.MediaYou can sketch with whatever you have handy or feel
like using at the moment; it’s all valuable experience. However, some media are better suited to
certain circumstances: You can use pens and pencils at almost anytime or anyplace, but pastels
and paints require room for equipment and a place to sit.Pen is a fine medium for sketching. The
permanence of pen lines may be frustrating to beginners, but it motivates artists to observe
more before drawing, making it a great learning tool. I like a Micron Pigma with an O1 point. It’s
handy and lightweight, uses waterproof archival ink, and has as flexible a point as I can get on a
disposable pen. I never recommend using a ballpoint pen.With experimentation, you’ll find other
media you like, and your choices will continue to become more creative.Other EquipmentThe
following equipment, which I’ve learned to take along from experience, may make your sketching
experience a bit more comfortable and successful: folding stool light balsa or foamcore drawing
board for support removable tape or clips for securing pages on windy days trash bag and rock
for windproofing sunglasses, wide-brimmed hat, sun umbrella, sunscreen and drinking water
water, towel and tissues for paint pencil sharpener and sandpaper an equipment bag to carry it
allMixing MediaI used a brown pen to sketch this settler at a living history site. Next, I applied
loose washes of watercolor, using local colors and value, over the sketch, modelling the face
and depicting folds in her clothing. I also added a few pen lines for accents. The contrast of crisp
line to fresh watercolor is satisfying and the technique is quick. Don’t be afraid to try new media
or combine unlikely ones.DETERMINE YOUR PRIORITIESDecide whether the purpose of a
sketch is to observe and depict interesting detail, to capture the look of a person or gesture or to
communicate the feel of the scene.I drew these sketches of the Terry Henry Jazz Trio during
their music sessions. When a musician was playing a short solo and moving around a lot, I
concentrated on catching the action and spontaneity of the music. When my priority was to
catch a more detailed likeness, I drew the musician as he played backup and thus stood more
still.Concentrating on CompositionMy priority in this sketch was to design a composition of the
interplay between the drummer and bassist. The complex scene of figures and instruments
presented a challenge. I had to pay attention to areas where drums, cymbals and musicians
overlapped.Capturing LightIn this sketch I wanted to catch the effect of overhead light on the
flautist’s interesting face.I managed to catch his likeness and communicate the lighting to my
satisfaction.Capturing a FeelingMy priority for these quick sketches was to catch the musicians’
intensity as they improvised solos. I had time only to indicate one of the trumpet player’s hands,



but I achieved the purpose of this sketch, letting his face and shoulders indicate his
intensity.DETERMINE YOUR PRIORITIESDETERMINE YOUR PRIORITIES Decide whether the
purpose of a sketch is to observe and depict interesting detail, to capture the look of a person or
gesture or to communicate the feel of the scene.I drew these sketches of the Terry Henry Jazz
Trio during their music sessions. When a musician was playing a short solo and moving around a
lot, I concentrated on catching the action and spontaneity of the music. When my priority was to
catch a more detailed likeness, I drew the musician as he played backup and thus stood more
still.Concentrating on CompositionMy priority in this sketch was to design a composition of the
interplay between the drummer and bassist. The complex scene of figures and instruments
presented a challenge. I had to pay attention to areas where drums, cymbals and musicians
overlapped.Capturing LightIn this sketch I wanted to catch the effect of overhead light on the
flautist’s interesting face.I managed to catch his likeness and communicate the lighting to my
satisfaction.Capturing a FeelingMy priority for these quick sketches was to catch the musicians’
intensity as they improvised solos. I had time only to indicate one of the trumpet player’s hands,
but I achieved the purpose of this sketch, letting his face and shoulders indicate his
intensity.SKETCHING FIGURES IN MOTIONThe comment I hear most frequently about
sketching figures in action is “They move too fast.”You can eliminate such frustration by training
your eye to take in increasingly more at one time. The more you can observe and appreciate at a
glance, the faster you can draw and the more you can capture. With practice you can observe,
appreciate and analyze the whole of an action and its essential parts in seconds.SKETCHING
FIGURES IN MOTIONSKETCHING FIGURES IN MOTION The comment I hear most frequently
about sketching figures in action is “They move too fast.”You can eliminate such frustration by
training your eye to take in increasingly more at one time. The more you can observe and
appreciate at a glance, the faster you can draw and the more you can capture. With practice you
can observe, appreciate and analyze the whole of an action and its essential parts in seconds.
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Jimi. J, “drawing clothed people? This is the one. The book is surprisingly good! Filled with
drawings from the first page to the last with very good text. There are not many books about how
to draw clothed figures. I've had enough books about human autonomy and poses. But the thing
is, how often do we see naked people walking around and waiting to be drawn? Not to mention
many art sites may give you problems when uploading nudity. I was looking for a book to teach
me self more about clothing folds, about everyday clothed people. This book did not dispoint!Not
only that, the book actually is a well rounded educational drawing book in general. It has
chapters on all the drawing fundamentals. Then it has dedicated chapters for clothed people
and how to draw cloth folds. I'm so happy of having find this book, now it's on my desk all the
time.”

Diane M. Pascual, “Amazing drawing book!. I love this book! I had a copy of this back in 2009
when I attended the academy of art and sold it when I left school. This is still one of the best
drawing books I’ve come across.”

lori c., “Beautiful book. Very nice book, my grand daughter loves it. Good instruction, lovely
pictures.”

Diana Tea, “A Masterful Book. I am a figurative painter, illustrator, and part time university
instructor who owns two copies of this outstanding book: one for personal use and one as a
supplement to teaching.There are very few books available on drawing the clothed figure, and
fewer that are useful. This book is a must have for anyone who is a serious beginner or
professional figurative artist.It is filled from cover to cover with clearly written text, outstanding
drawings and diagrams, and valuable information and insight. Part 1 in the book covers the oft
overlooked imperative issues of stance and holding the medium, direct drawing, telling a story,
drawing in a sketchbook and drawing in your studio. Parts 2, 3, 4, and 5 progress in a logical
way through valuable information on the figure and clothing, including: clear information on how
body forms and clothing wrap around, folds including their types and how they move with the
form and action of the body, fabric types and textures, patterns, and how to construct clothing on
the body, plus pages on drawing hats and footwear. Part 6 includes information on design of the
figure in clothing, drawing heads, hands, and children.Barbara Bradley's mastery of subject,
joyful spirit, and understanding of how we think and feel moves this far beyond being a simple
"How To" book. This book is about drawing the clothed figure, but it is also about expressing an
opinion and portraying a living human being.”

Connie McLennan, “An award-winning teacher's generous legacy. Earlier this year, Barbara
Bradley was selected by a jury of 75 illustrators, art directors and educators to receive the New
York Society of Illustrators' 2007 Distinguished Educator of the Arts Award. "Drawing People:



How to Portray the Clothed Figure" is an organized, comprehensive collection of the lessons this
outstanding teacher and former illustration department director distilled from 25 years of
teaching clothed figure drawing at San Francisco's Academy of Art University. The breadth of
Bradley's knowledge and understanding of drawing made this an ambitious undertaking. The
result is a book densely packed with key concepts and tips for producing believable, expressive,
well-drawn figures.It is unfortunate that two of the recently posted reviews here are so bafflingly
critical--especially since one is written by someone who admits he lacks the skill to draw clothed
figures himself. As a working illustrator for over 20 years (
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), let me assure you that "Drawing People" is a valuable resource both for beginning artists as
well as for more advanced, life-long students. Contrary to the title of my review, the inspiration
and skills Barbara Bradley passed on to her many students is her real legacy. Her clothed figure
drawing book is a bonus--a gift to those not fortunate enough to have experienced her teaching
first-hand.”

AvidBuilder, “New Dean of Illustrators!. As an artist and past student of Barbara, I felt this book
deserves my first book review here!I truly wished this book was made available to all of us many
years ago, to be more exact I wish this book was made available to me twenty years ago.
Barbara has taught alongside some of the best illustrators of her time, and has been an
influence in directing some of today's best.About her book, for so long we have made Andrew



Loomis' books as our drawing textbook and deservedly so, today and finally we can all
experience Barbara's teaching in her book. You will learn about drawing the figure, construction
of folds over the body, OPINION, rhythm, and continuity and more, by looking at her examples
and reading her book.Basically I'm writing this book review, because people like my younger
brother, for example, in another country and love to draw, should all know a drawing book like
this is finally available, and shouldn't be without! I still wish I had this book sooner!”

flwrks, “Finally, exactly what I was looking for. I'm a painter, yet had no confidence in my ability to
draw. Wanting to take my oil painting to the next level, I knew I'd need to learn to draw. I've
purchased a dozen "how to draw" type books and most of then spend 3-4 chapters telling you
what you need to draw. This book teaches you HOW to draw. I mean, let's be real; all you really
need is paper, pencil, eraser, sharpener and this book.”

Ebook Library Reader, “God is so good! Because I really needed this book as soon .... Whoa I
ordered this December 27, 2015 and got it today December 30th 2015. When it said I would get
it Jan 19, 2016.God is so good! Because I really needed this book as soon as possible. I'll be
going to this seller first from now on for books, before going someplace else. As for the book, it's
very instructive. Drawing clothing has always eluded me. And plus there's tons of extra stuff it
teaches. Like; different kinds of foot wear, structure of the head and everything that has to do
with it. Stuff like hair and drawing children as well. This book is a good buy.”

PillBlast, “Love, love love the book!. I bought the book based on a youtube recommendation.
Read already through it and will be going through it again more carefully again.I never took art in
school of anything and I feel like this book is opening my eyes to a different way of seeing the
human figure. I have other drawing books but this one just clicked. I feel like it gave me building
blocks that I will be able to use now to create better drawings. I love the tone of the book, the way
the author explains, and the drawings illustrate everything beautifully. Best drawing book I
bought so far and I have a feeling that it's all the reference I need (but then again, who knows).I
recommend the book to anyone that is interested in learning how to draw the human figure. I
love it and I would buy it again. I wish I knew about it before I spent money on other drawing
books.Oh, and for a good quality hardcover book the price was just perfect.”

Lene Daugaard, “A wealth of information. This book contains a wealth of information on drawing
the human body and also how clothes folds and wraps around the body. It is filled with small
illustrative drawings with added colored lines to show the flow and directions of what is written. A
very helpfull book.”

Larry D. Marshall, “The people sketching book I've been looking for. The art world is full of books
that teach how to draw naked people and/or to draw people as near abstractions. Drawing
People is a fantastic book for anyone wanting to draw real people, wearing clothes and doing



people things.  Presentation and explanation is superb.  Highly recommended.”

The book by Barbara Bradley has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 212 people have provided feedback.
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